
Season…
tis the

Season…
TO SHOW OFF YOUR

Decorating Skills

Half the fun of the holiday season is in the 
decorating, isn’t it? Sure, the giving, the 
goodness of mankind, and the general 
warmth in the frigid air are absolute 
pluses, but for those who love letting their 
creative side run rampant with the 
changing seasons, the holiday hubbub is 
the perfect reason to really do it up in 
style. Whether you’re crafty and confident 
in your DIY skills or if you’re more on the 
side of “don’t trust with scissors,” there’s a 
holiday decorating strategy that’s right for 
you–and will turn your abode into a sharp 
holiday showcase all its own.

FROM THE INSIDE OUT:
TREES, TABLES & ACCENTS

The obvious focal point in every holiday 
home is the tree. Depending on your 
personal style and that of your home, you 
might choose to go with the traditional 
Christmas colors of red and green 
accented with gold or silver, or you may 
eschew tradition altogether and go with a 
Southwest, beach or rustic theme. It’s 
your prerogative! For an upscale effect 
that’s been trending a lot as of late, try a 
monochromatic arrangement such as 
sparkling white ornaments with clear 
garland, accented by all-white presents 
surrounding a snow white skirt. Fancy a 
more DIY tree do-over? Take your pick of 
endless paper ornament and garland 
designs, where you’re only limited by the 
color of your construction paper and the 
caliber of your scissor skills.

Not into the tree tradition or limited on 
space? Don’t despair; other items can 
work in the evergreen’s place. A decorative 
moss-filled pot featuring branches 
bedecked with similarly-hued ornaments 
can make a chic statement. If you’re averse 
to using any floor space at all, consider the 
walls. A minimalist “tree” can be created 
using only Christmas lights in a zig-zag 
tree formation for a truly “wow” effect.

If your abode boasts an architectural 
feature such as a fireplace, it’s no doubt 
below a handsome mantel–which just so 
happens to be the ideal showcase for your 
holiday spirit, not to mention stockings. 
Vintage fabrics make incredibly elegant 
handmade stockings for the mantel, 
especially when you haven’t been able to 
find exactly what you’re looking for in 
stores. Can’t stand sewing but still want a 
stunning stocking-adorned mantel? 
Select once again a monochromatic theme 
with fine fabrics for a sophisticated, 
minimalist result. Above the stockings, 
on the mantel surface, simple wooden 
letters you can personalize with color can 
be found at any craft store, or already-
painted sets made of wood or metal can be 
found at home décor stores. These can 
spell out holiday words or phrases like joy, 
jolly, noel or season’s greetings (if you’re 
filling a super-sized mantel).

The dining room table is another building 
block in the book of holiday décor, one 
which simply can’t be overlooked 
considering its central presence in any 
holiday meal. Posh settings can be created 
with simple objects that give a nod to 
nature, such as sprigs of holly tucked into 
napkin rings, evergreen accents spread 
around the table, frosted pine cones and 
more. Centerpiece ideas are endless, such 
as a wreath laid horizontally, whose center 
can cradle a hurricane, a cluster of votives, 
a mason jar candle and poinsettias or a 
small bowl filled with beautiful 
ornaments.

The rest of the house isn’t out of bounds 
when it comes to gearing up for holiday 
cheer. Mason jar candle holders can be a 
rustic-yet-upscale touch, depending on 
the design–and that’s the best part! There 
are limitless options when it comes to 
what to fill a mason jar with: simple white 
votives and silver or gold glitter; fake 
berries and real spruce; tea lights with 
decorative glass stones or beads; the list 
goes on. It’s a quick yet dashing way to add 
a warm winter glow to any dark corner of 
your home. 

If you’ve ever met a person who said they 
didn’t love hot cocoa, chances are they 
were fibbing or trying not to cheat their 
diet. Don’t hold it against them. A hot 
cocoa station for guests is a simple idea 
that’s a snap to do but pays dividends by 
making guests feel immediately welcome, 
and of course, warm. Here’s the easy part: 
set up a tray–your rarely-used sterling 
silver antique from Aunt Betsy would be a 
good choice–and arrange assorted 
decorative jars with items like 
marshmallows, candy canes or cinnamon. 
Choose an eye-catching central cup to 
hold spoons and perhaps add the extra 
touch of a holiday tchotchke to complete 
the scene. The easily portable station can 
be placed on a coffee table, foyer side table 
or buffet for guests to grab a cozy cup full.

DON’T LEAVE YOUR
EXTERIOR OUT IN THE COLD

Holiday joy can’t be held inside for only 
your family to enjoy! It’s got to be proudly 
displayed on your home and around your 
property. After all, no one wants to be the 
one dark house on the street when the rest 
are tastefully decorated.  

Putting the horrors of National Lampoon’s 
Christmas Vacation aside, decorating 
your outdoors clearly doesn’t have to be a 
Clark Griswold kind of affair. Many 
outdoor lighting companies provide 
stellar services during the holiday season, 
designing stunning displays that highlight 
the architecture of your home as well as 
the beauty of your landscaping and 
hardscaping. They take the hassle out of 
holiday decorating (at least on the exterior 

of your home) and even clean up after the 
holiday season is over, leaving you only 
the worry of a New Year’s hangover. 

If you’re upholding a tradition of stringing 
lights and decorating the exterior yourself, 
an array of classic and contemporary 
options are available to you. From basic 
yet beautiful luminaries lining the 
driveway and walk to garland-and-gold-
light-wrapped columns, low-maintenance 
laser light illumination, Christmas light 
balls and more, you can make the most of 
your property and turn the heads of 
passersby.

Outside of lighting the exterior, additions 
like oversized outdoor planters filled with 
evergreen, cinnamon brooms and 
ornaments make a sophisticated 
impression on each side of your front 
door, as well as festive outdoor Christmas 
signs and lighted Christmas present 
boxes, a trend that can be accomplished in 
a variety of ways to add an au courant 
touch to your holiday decorating. If your 
holiday is incomplete without at least one 
Santa and reindeer setup, you have 
options like the classic lighted set for a fast 
front lawn accent, or consider creating or 
purchasing a wooden set that can be 
adorned with lights, garland, ribbon, bells 
and more and displayed by your front 
door, in the yard or on the patio. 

Perhaps the greatest oversight would be to 
let the holiday season pass without 
decorating inside or out. If you’re not 
crafty, don’t let decorating ideas daunt 
you; let them inspire! Many DIY ideas can 
be adapted easily without all the hands-on 
work. If you’re a crafty Christmas lover, 
this is likely your season. But, no matter 
which side of the light-adorned fence you 
fall on, don’t miss your chance to shine 
and show in tangible form just what 
holiday warmth feels like.


